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Welcome to my process portfolio! Upon the proceeding pages you will witness how my understanding, abilities, and open-mindedness involving art has grown and changed over my time 
involved in the IB Visual Arts program. I discovered new artists, new movements, new styles, new ideas, new ways of expressing myself, new ways of conveying ideas through visuals, and 
many new ways for myself to appreciate the wonderful world of art and creativity.

First of all, this presentation starts with the generation of ideas. Throughout the year, I made use of mind maps, usually starting with a subject or situation that I found to be interesting and 
then expanding and branching off of it using the mind map technique in order to expose different takes and/or ideas. The idea that is presented below, is one that I got from using the said 
technique. The idea was just simply the word, “narcotics”. I find that the culture that exists around narcotics, their users, and the effects of them is an interesting one. What I didn’t know, 
is that this kind of “effects of drugs” theme would lead into many other of my pieces, including the ones that I have displayed in my art exhibit. All of art is like this. It starts with one little 
idea and then blossoms out to affect everything from your work, techniques, ideas, inner-self, and maybe even others. 



In this quick investigation, I sought to expand my narcotics idea into something with more insightful and content-filled. I experimented with watercolor graphite and researched artists like 
Goya in order to expand my horizons regarding techniques and putting ideas into action.



Still branching off from my previous ideas, I sought to experiment with pale Indian ink markers and ballpoint pens. At this point, I found that the effects that music can have on an 
individual is very interesting and complex as well. 



Here are three different takes that I took regarding mental health, and the effects of drugs. The first is of a soldier, which I drew using pen with quick and loose strokes, the second is of a 
lone individual stuck in a city that is enclosing on  them, and the last is of a bleeding hand which has a relation to both of the previous sketches because it could deal with the effects of war 
on a person’s health or depression.



I wanted this little study to have loose brushstrokes with exaggerated colours in some parts. I like the 
bright colours on the trees that are closest, but I think that I could to the reflections in the water better by 
not blending it with the water as much, and keeping their shapes sharper and more defined. The water 
and sky’s colours are a little off as well, they would be better if they weren’t so greyish, and that would 
help to create contrast between the trees, water, and sky. The trees act as an arrow that directs your eye to 
the small white tree that separates the shadowed trees from the unshadowed ones. This point [Follow 
arrow]. I was having a tough time mixing colours and think that they didn’t turn out the best. The clouds 
help balance out the picture and are a focal point because there’s a lot of contrast between them and the 
trees. The browns and oranges stand out because of the bright blue that occupies most of the photograph 
[complimentary colours].The original photo was taken by my little brother during a school hiking trip.



Acrylic Painting Reflection
I am proud of the trees on the left. They contain a huge variety of colours and the reds within them makes 
the colour pop out. There’s a lot of small strokes that accurately represent what the trees look like as well. 
There's also a well developed wide range of values that help create depth. I would rework the trees that are 
in the back a little, I would use a smaller brush and fill everything in a little more. They don’t feel detailed 
enough to me, they feel messy. I’d also like to fix a few things throughout, being the grass in the front and 
some changes of colour in a few areas. My artistic abilities have improved immensely while working with 
this piece. Basically, I am much more aware of simply how colour works and how I can use it to make 
other things pop out and to accentuate areas. This is also my first full acrylic landscape painting that I’ve 
ever done and I am very proud of it, despite some of its flaws. Using the elements and principles of art to 
analyze my piece, I can see that really the only part that uses line, is the lower grass and sticks section 
located in the foreground. In the sky and trees, the underpainting, using complimentary colours, is visible 
and assists in making the colours work very well. Use of texture is the most evident in the closest trees, 
which brings them forward and more into focus, there’s also many signs of repetition of marks in the 
trees. I’ve noticed that the sky, water, trees, and twigs almost have their own sort of style. The sky and 
water have been created using longer and wider, more blended strokes. The trees have been made with 
small sharp strokes. My composition is well balanced, the dark trees on the left are balanced by the rocks 
on the right, and the bright white clouds act as a decent focal point - although it comes a bit too far 
forward, and I’d like to fix that.



I became (and still am) very interested in the digital creation of works. The unique media is complex and provides tons of options yet is something that I feel natural using. Most of the 
following digital works have been created with a drawing tablet and pen. I found that I could grow my abilities to show tonal value especially within many of these works and it has helped 
me across the board regarding my skill with different mediums.



I decided that I would try my hand at stop-motion animation as well. All done digitally, initially, I was 
considering creating a full cartoon to be shown in the final exhibit, but I found that I didn’t enjoy it as 
much as other forms such as comic book styles and such.

* If you would like to watch my little forays, just follow these  links:
https://youtu.be/NSA0zDebnSQ               (Hand Drawn Repeated Walking)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYIxbJiqR4w      (Animation Concept)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1227H4K3KmM      (Intro Animation)

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://youtu.be/NSA0zDebnSQ&sa=D&ust=1460568365822000&usg=AFQjCNGXiPq4NbGcz34XhownLyZHUA1dHQ
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://youtu.be/NSA0zDebnSQ&sa=D&ust=1460568365822000&usg=AFQjCNGXiPq4NbGcz34XhownLyZHUA1dHQ
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DeYIxbJiqR4w&sa=D&ust=1460568365822000&usg=AFQjCNGQXCDUfbolRZbBK_AtUPZjBDiWdw
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3DeYIxbJiqR4w&sa=D&ust=1460568365823000&usg=AFQjCNEfd59SjlSmnoPG3Z3Ej6zIRUWcZA
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3D1227H4K3KmM&sa=D&ust=1460568365823000&usg=AFQjCNEQ_iikS-iIPST_MeavxBq-1y8q4w
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3D1227H4K3KmM&sa=D&ust=1460568365823000&usg=AFQjCNEQ_iikS-iIPST_MeavxBq-1y8q4w
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.youtube.com/watch?v%3D1227H4K3KmM&sa=D&ust=1460568365823000&usg=AFQjCNEQ_iikS-iIPST_MeavxBq-1y8q4w


I did quite a bit of work on a short graphic novel of mine. Initially it was to be included in my finally exhibit, 
but due to difficulties printing and setting it up, it did not happen in time and was not included. Over the 
course of its development, I learned very much. I learned new ways and techniques of creating digital pieces by 
the use of vectorization as well the importance of typography and fonts within works to create a unified and 
genuine look. It was an awesome process and something that I am definitely going to be pursuing in the future.



1) The Rock Needle and the Ported D’Aval - By Claude Monet, 1885.
Photo from “www.claudemonetgallery.org”
2) This piece makes use of a lot of complimentary colours. The dark orange area in the upper right is 
balanced by the rock on the left and its reflection., as well as the small orange ships far in the background. 
The top of the spire shaped rock is extremely strong and definitely the focal point of the piece. It contrasts 
greatly with the arch in terms of lights and darks, and also pops out because of the blue sky all around it. 
There’s a slight shade of green on the left, it assists in balancing the dark orange on the right as well, it also 
helps make the small boats a little more visible to the eye. From a distance, it’s easy to mistake this picture 
as one that had tried to capture complete realism, but when we get closer we can see the signature short 
impressionist strokes containing all sorts of vivid colours.
3) Monet Painted many locations more than once, many times going back to the same area in a different 
season.
4) A large contributing factor as to why this painting “works”, is Monet’s reliance on using intense 
contrasts between light and dark, without it, the picture would appear bland. The sunlight appears that is 
would be very warm to be in, but it appears cool out and I think that the air would be amazingly fresh. 
This piece has a calm and peaceful mood to it.
5) There is a fantastic sense of atmosphere and feelings contained within this work. I can clearly picture 
how I would feel, what I would smell, and what I would hear if I was to exist within this.
6) 1 The orange reflection and purple sand bank’s colours work together very well and is the first thing 
that catches my eye until I am quickly led to this point. [Follow arrow.] 2 The rock’s reflection and this 
sand (follow arrow) lead your eye up to the bright orange rock . The path that my eye follows. [Follow 
arrow.] 3 Orange stands out and is very strong because of the complimentary coloured background. 4 Eye 
then proceeds to the dark orange spot. [Follow arrow.]
7) Oscar Claude Monet. A founder of French impressionist painting. Paints with light based on the 
changing of seasons. Developed understanding of the effects of light on the local colour of objects and the 
effects of juxtaposition of colours with each other. Source: “https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Claude_Monet”

https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.claudemonetgallery.org&sa=D&ust=1460568365860000&usg=AFQjCNEEZ4wpO_KyuEKiMoZX3OscEG9Hcw


1) The Red Buoy - By Paul Signac, 1895.
Photo from “www.paul-signac.org”
2) Paul Signac. French neo-impressionist painter. Worked with Georges Seurat. Helped develop 
pointilism. Lived in St. Tropez. Decided to become a painter after seeing an exhibit of Monet’s work. 
Abandoned the short strokes of impressionism and worked with pointillism. Source: “https://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Signac”. Signac lived in Saint Tropez and was constantly painting different 
subjects from around the area. There’s a decent amount of depth within the piece, in the water especially, 
and the reflections and sunlight add many layers to the painting, making it feel alive and like it could 
move. - The use of pointillism helps with this. It’s as if everything in it is little ants and they could be 
scurrying around. The painting is balanced by the bright white ship in the left as well as by the white sails 
on the other ships. The points of interest form the shape of a triangle. This picture isn’t attempting at all 
to be crazy realistic, which is what impressionism is, it has a dream-like quality to it, where not much 
detail is remembered besides the interesting placement of colours and shapes.
3) Oranges pop out. [Follow arrow.] The white contrasts with the deep dark red nicely. [Follow arrow.] - 
Intense focal point, the area surrounding the buoy is lighter and has a greenish tinge to it, making the red 
very effective. Signac is aware of how each colour works with others, a light is balanced with a dark and 
there’s a complimentary colour scheme used throughout.
4) Comparison: Signac’s [Monet’s] painting’s main focus seems to be how the colours in the 
environment all play with each other and balance each other out to create points of interest as well as 
depth in the piece. The colours blend nicely and there’s a relatively smooth path that your eye follows. I 
don’t get the same feeling of overwhelming atmosphere from this piece [Signac’s] as I do from Monet’s, 
this picture feels  like a location that I would remember from a dream - there’s imagery and sounds, but 
the actual feeling of being there has been lost. The colour schemes in both of the pieces are quite similar, 
although Monet uses strong darks and lights whereas Signac relies more on a scheme that’s harmonious 
with itself.

https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.paul-signac.org&sa=D&ust=1460568365882000&usg=AFQjCNFREWHS7GaYfUGW1rdU9vHRJ_7hzw
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Signac&sa=D&ust=1460568365882000&usg=AFQjCNF0vcgSIhd6YLQkPoTZ4dbYacecqg
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Signac&sa=D&ust=1460568365882000&usg=AFQjCNF0vcgSIhd6YLQkPoTZ4dbYacecqg


1) The Old Guitarist - Pablo Picasso, 1903.
From “H.W. Janson History of Art”.
This painting Depicts a poor old man playing a guitar. Picasso painted this in the time period that is known as his “Blue Period”, 
which essentially is when he produced many works that were monochromatic with shades of blue and blue-green. Picasso focused on 
the poor, sad, and disastrous parts of life that were happening in the time, and so, the dreary blue shades used were mainly a 
reflection of his own depression.This painting provides an insightful look into how he had felt. The mood is very dreary and it 
appears that the old man is either sick, starving, or dying, or possibly a combination of all. The atmosphere that has been created is 
full of dread and sadness. Art movements such as Impressionism, Post-Impressionism, Modernism, and Symbolism had all 
combined and gave birth to Expressionism, which Picasso was greatly influenced by. Expressionism’s main goal was to to capture 
emotion and mood rather than how something exactly looked in the real world. The man’s white hair acts as the focal point to the 
piece when the viewer first sees the work, because it contrasts with all of the darkness in the rest of the picture. The use of light 
colours and the way that the man’s legs are angled pulls the viewer’s eye into the painting and puts them on a path that goes 
upwards, all of the way to the focal point. The painting contains a “figure eight” path.
2) The Letter - Johannes Vermeer, 1666.
From “H.W. Janson History of Art”.
Vermeer’s painting is like a snapshot that has been taken from the daily life of these individuals. It depicts the middle class in his 
time, (1632-1675). Vermeer was active during the Baroque and Dutch Golden Age eras, though his work reflected the qualities and 
ideas of the latter era much more than the former, because he focused on aspects and situations that would occur everyday rather 
than focusing on more splendorous or ornate situations. Vermeer’s artistic styles belong underneath the Baroque umbrella though, 
because his works contained heavy uses of light and shadow. Right off the bat, the lady’s yellow dress captures and pulls us viewers 
into the piece. This is successful because of the less colourful and dark doorway (which is in the foreground) strongly contrasts the 
dress and acts like a tunnel. Because of the use of linear perspective and the “tunnel” like doorway, the viewer can delve into the 
atmosphere that has been created. The black and white checkered floor uses repetition which helps maintain balance throughout. 
Contains an inverted triangle path.
3) Together:
I chose to study these two pieces because of their similar settings but very different styles and mo0ods. I discovered that even though 
on the surface they may look vastly different, they both share similar uses of repetition: (Checkered floor and uses of rectangles in 
Vermeer’s and the old man’s bright skin which shows in a couple of places in the picture [in Picasso’s]). They both rely on the use of 
contrast as well, to make the bright focal points stand out. Vermeer’s painting feels much more 3D and real and contains an 
atmosphere, that say, one could live in, while Picasso’s painting feels flatter and doesn’t have as much depth, but contains much 
more emotion and seems like a situation that one could come upon in their daily life.


